Can you find Elliot the dragon?
Are your bush detective skills up to the task of finding Elliot from Disney’s Pete’s
Dragon? Head out to a park to see if you can find signs of Elliot.
Our secret cameras have spotted Elliot in a dozen parks across Victoria and we need
our Junior Rangers’ help to see where else Elliot has visited.
Where has Elliot been?
Elliot is a master of camouflage, and sometimes completely invisible. This means we
have to use all our senses (sight, hearing, smell and touch) combined with detective
skills and imagination to find where Elliot has been.
Listen for sounds of a dragon
-

Listen for a flock of birds launching into flight. Did Elliot startle them?
Did you hear a crackle in the bushes? Is Elliot invisible right next to you?
What other sounds of a dragon can you hear?

Look for signs of a dragon
-

Elliot has four big feet and a long tail. Can you spot his tracks?
The bush is full of dragon toys. Has Elliot left his toys in the open?
What other clues can you find that tell you a big creature has been here?

Where does Elliot live?
Just like all animals, Elliot has three basic needs to survive: food, water and shelter.
Can you find somewhere for a dragon to eat, drink and sleep?
Food What is edible in the park? Spring brings fruit and berries, can you find any?
(Don’t eat them! Elliot and other animals might get hungry)
Water Can you find a clean drinking water source big enough for a dragon?
Shelter Is there a quiet sheltered area where Elliot can escape the weather and sleep?
Perhaps you can build a hideout for you and Elliot? What bush materials could you
use?
Our hidden cameras spotted Elliot in the Triplet Falls, Great Otway National Park,
Mount Baw Baw, and the Alpine National Park.
For more sightings, head to www.youtube.com/user/ParksVictoria
Discover more ways to get active in parks at www.juniorrangers.com.au
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